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Abstract

CdSe semiconductor quantum dots and CdSe/Graphene nanocomposites had been prepared by
simple chemical methods. Various experimental techniques were utilized to study the
morphology, crystal structure and the optical properties of the as prepared materials using;,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and UV/visible and emission spectrophotometer. The
prepped samples had been used in order to fabricate CdSe/TiO2 dye sanitized solar cell via spin
coating technique. All the photovoltaic parameters such as Voltage open circuit (Voc), Voltage
Max (Vmax), Short circuit current (Isc), Maximum current (Imax), Fill Factor (FF), Maximum
Power (Pmax) & Efficiency had been determine for each solar cell. The determine PV
parameters indicate that this type of solar cells falls on the lower average of those solar cell via
this technology which usually have efficiencies between 10-6% and 5%.. The use of CdSe-
graphene nanocomposites instead of CdSe quantum dots enhances the efficiency and the
durability of the solar cell one order of magnitude. Moreover, we notice that increasing the
number of layers of CdSe deposited on the TiO2 layer improves the Solar Cell performance.

Introduction

World Demand of energy is growing exponentially, we have used  4.1 X 1020 joules per year
2007 (13 Trillion Watt)with the evolution of technology the demand for energy is expected to
increase to 50 trillion watts by 2050, with this increase in demands our fossil fuels can’t meet the
demands and with the triple consumption of those fuels the pollution would increase. Reverting
to green energy is inevitable. The sun generates 120,000 TW of radiation. Covering 0.16% of the
land on Earth with 10% efficient solar conversion systems would provide 20 TW of power,
nearly twice the world’s consumption rate of fossil energy. (Lewis, 2005)
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With the demand and supply increase in Energy, Environmental risks increase. From the below
graph we can find the correlation between the energy consumed per captia in g.j compared with
the Co2 emission levels. (Tveberg, 2012)

The Supply has mostly been dependant on fusel fuels (oil, Coal and Natural gas) which represtns
more than 80% of supply in 2010. While renewable energy has represented less than 2% of the
total supply. This is due to the low efficiency of most of renewable energy power generations
systems and the high initial investment (Costs) to build those systems.

That was the initial driver for this research, is it possible to find a better economical method to
harness renewable energy? Specifically, Solar energy. There have been a lot of research carried
out in the field of nano-technology in trying to develop materials and compounds that out
perform their bulk state characterstics and performance.

Working with Nano-tech lab team and leveraging their expertise in the field of Nano-technology
a few coumpounds have been suggested to experement with inclduing Cadmium Selanide,
Cadmium Telluride, Titanium dioxide and Graphene.

The reasearch question was: would we be able to produce a function photo-voltaic solar cell by
layer of layer deposition of a high band gap material (Titanium Dioxide) and adding layers of
Lower Band Gap materials such as Cadmium Salanide (CdSe) as well as reinforcing this by
Graphene. The other question raised, would the number of layers deposited at constant speeds of
deposition would impove the efficiency and fill factor?

Background

All PV solar cells consist of two electrodes
transparent conductive front (usually TCO which is
thin layer of fluorine doped tin oxide) and
conductive back, the front electrode allows sun light
in to start the photoelectric effect. (Matrineau, 2012)

For Semi-conductor solar cells, a P-Type & N- Type
Semiconductors are then placed in between the two
electrodes. As shown in the figure below.

Figure 1 Anatomy of a photovoltaic solar cell, Source basic
research needs for solar utilization report.
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As for the thin film technologies, the
anatomy differs as the thin layer of network
of Titanium Dioxide is deposited on the
negative electrode, this porous network
offers an inner surface that is a thousand
times greater than the equivalent flat area,
and acts like a “light sponge” in which
sunlight can get trapped. TiO2 is a white
oxide which is not sensitive to light that’s
why it has to be sensitized with another
layer or material (dye or semiconductor),
which absorb the light as shown in the
figure on the right hand side.

The Cathode is then coated by a catalytic material that ensures charge transportation through a
redox couple. Iodide/tri-iodide in a nitrile solvent is typically used for this purpose. (Matrineau,
2012)

Thin Layers Solar Cell:

Thin Film solar cells are created by depositing layers of various materials on a substrate.
Different Photovoltaic materials are used and the thin film solar cell is named after the materials
used.

Materials used are:

1. Amorphous silicon (a-Si) and other thin-film silicon (TF-Si)

2. Cadmium telluride (CdTe)

3. Copper indium gallium selenide (CIS or CIGS)

4. Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC) and other organic solar cells

, (Matrineau, 2012)

Figure 3 -
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Theory and design: The theory of work of the
DSSC is based on creating a layer of a porous
thin film of high band gap and then deposited
another layer of small band gap material
which acts as a light absorber this can be a
dye or a quantum dot material. When photo
excited electrons are injected from the
absorber into the oxide nano particles which
creates positive charge in the absorber which
is neutralized by the use of an electrolyte. The
Design and theory of work explained in the
figure on the right. (Lewis, 2005)
Benefits:

1.  Thin-film technologies reduce the amount of material required in creating the active material
of solar cell.

2. Lower cost & Cell flexibility compared to Silicon based solar cells.

Limitations

1.  Most thin film solar cells are sandwiched between two panes of glass to make a module.
Since silicon solar panels only use one pane of glass, thin film panels are approximately twice as
heavy as crystalline silicon panels.

2. The majority of film panels have significantly lower conversion efficiencies, lagging silicon
by two to three percentage points.

3. Larger Area per Watt.

Materials used:

1. Cadmium telluride (CdTe).

2. Copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS)

3. Amorphous silicon (A-Si)
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Organic Solar Cells:

It is a type of polymer solar cell that uses organic electronics, a branch of electronics that deals
with conductive organic polymers or small organic molecules, for light absorption and charge
transport to produce electricity from sunlight by the photovoltaic effect. (Pulfrey, 1978)

Dye Synthesized Solar Cells:

Dye Synthesized Solar Cell (DSSC) it is one of the thin films solar cell family, differentiates
from the normal solar cells as the light is absorbed in dye molecules deposited on highly porous
structure of nano particles (Commonly TiO2).  Then the electrons are injected from the Dye into
the TiO2 after they are excited, the dye is then recharged through a redox electrolyte (Commonly
I-/I3-), the Contact to redox electrolyte is made by catalyst coated on the back electrode. ("Dye-
Sensitized vs. Thin Film Solar Cells", , 2006

Theory of DSSC:

The Dye deposited over the TiO2 has capabilities to
absorb sun light, where this sun light excites the
electrons and creates charge separation and the
interference between the TiO2 Layers and the Dye
Layer, these electrons are then balanced using the
redox electrolyte used in the cell. (Matrineau, 2012)

Benefits of the DSSC:
They are low in cost of production and costs of materials used. ("Dye-Sensitized vs. Thin Film
Solar Cells", , 2006

Limitations of the DSSC:
The DSSC are limited by their low efficiencies still lower that 10% & their instability. ("Dye-
Sensitized vs. Thin Film Solar Cells", , 2006

Figure 5 DSSC reactions, Matrineau, 2012
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Quantum Dot Synthesized Solar Cells:
QDSSC is the third generation solar cell as they have tunable band gaps, and can reach
efficiencies up to 44% compared to previous modules of 31%. However the practical
performance is still lagged behind.(MORA-SERO´, 2009)

In the recent years, Toyoda focused on the making and characterizing CdSe based solar cells,
where CdSe is deposited on the TiO2 through CBD, The CdSe layer was coated by ZnS.

Theory behind QDSSC:

In the case of the QDSCs, excited electrons of semiconductor nanocrystals are injected into a
large bandgap semiconductor such as TiO2 or ZnO, and holes are scavenged by a redox couple.
(Kashyout A. )

2. Experimental:

2.1 Materials:
All chemicals were of analytical grade and were used without additional purification. Natural

Graphite Powder (Merck 99.9995%, metal basis), Sulfuric acid 98% (Sigma Aldrich), potassium
permanganate (Fluka), Cadmium oxide (Fluka), Se powder ((Se), Strem, 99%),
Trioctylphosphine ((TOP), Aldrich, 90%), Trioctylphosphine oxide ((TOPO), Fluka 97%),
Oleylamine, analytical grade (Sigma Aldrich), Oleic Acid (99% Merck). TiO2 powder ( <100nm,
Aldrich), Pyridine (El Nasr Pharmaceutical Chemicals Co. Egypt,90%) and FTO(sheet resistance
10–14 Ω sq−1, Aldrich).

2.2 Synthesis of reduced Graphene Oxide (RGO):
Chemically, using modified Staudenmaier, Hummer Hoffman method[42-43]Graphene oxide
was obtained. In very strong oxidizing medium of potassium permanganate and sulfuric
acid 1 gm Graphite powder was added and stirred for 3 h. 3 ml Hydrogen Peroxide was
added to the slurry to complete the oxidation step by converting any metal traces into
metal oxide furthermore, could be washed easily. Reduced Graphene Oxide (RGO) was
prepared by reduction of as prepared Graphene Oxide using Hydrazine.

Organometallic Synthesis of Semiconductor Quantum Dot Reduced Graphene
reduced (G-QD) nanocomposite:
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Luminescent CdSe QDs were synthesized based on a method introduced by Peng et al.[44].
CdO was dissolved in (1.2 ml) Oleic acid. A mixture of 2ml Oleyl amine and 2.0 g TOPO
were placed into the reaction vessel. When the temperature reaches 200 °C, 3.0 ml of Se
in TOP are swiftly injected into the flask (0.12 gm Se into 3.0 ml TOP to coordinate Se)
under vigorous stirring. To prepare semiconductor Graphene nanocomposite, reduced
Graphene Oxide was dispersed into 2ml Oleyl amine and complete all the other previous
steps.

Surface modification  of CdSe QDs:

0.2 gm of the as prepared CdSe nanoparticles was dissolved  in 10 ml hexane, and then
disperse the solution in 10 ml pyridine; the mixture was added  into 100 ml three-nicked
flask, refluxed under magnetic stirring in an oil bath at 60 - 70 ° C  for 24 hour.

To separate the particles and purify them, 5 ml of hexane was added to the mixture, the
nanoparticles  are  precipitated  out.  The  flocculate  is  separated  from  the  supernatant
by  centrifugation.  Dispersion  of  the  flocculate  in  2  ml  of  methanol  and  5  ml  of
hexane  followed  by  further  centrifugation  then  repeat  this  step  to  obtain  pure
surface  modified  NCs. Finally, the precipitated nanoparticles are dispersed in 5 ml
methanol, then dried at  40°C in the drying oven, then collected as powder. The same
previous steps were repeated for the CdSe-Graphene nanocomposite for  further surface
modification.

Preparation of TiO2 nanotubes:

1g of TiO2 powders  was mixed with 10 ml of 10M NaOH solution, followed by hydrothermal
treatment of the mixture at 110°C in a 30 ml Teflon-lined autoclave for 15h. The treated powders
were washed thoroughly with distilled water and 0.1 M HCl several times and subsequently
filtered and dried at 80oC for 1 day.

Preparation of TiO2 Nanotubes(TNTs) Paste.

1g TNTs  were mixed with  2mL of Ethylene glycol (EG) and  2g of citric acid (CA); the
processes were done at room temperature. The mixture was then grind for about 2h to obtain
TiO2 past.

2.2.7 Preparation of TiO2 Thin Films

The FTO/glass which is used as current collector (10-14 Ω / □) was first cleaned in water and
then ethanol using an ultrasonic bath for 15min. Titanium dioxide (TiO2)NT paste was applied to
conducting side of the fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) using a  glass rod and  quick  downward
sweeping  motions by Doctor Blade technique. Films  were subsequently annealed in furnace at
450˚C for 30 minutes, in order to remove organic molecule  use in the paste and to achieve good
electrical contact between the TiO2 Nanotubes.
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2.3 Sample Characterization:
UV-visible absorbance spectra were measured with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 40 double
beam spectrophotometer. Solutions  of  target  samples  with  equal  concentration
dilution were  placed  in 1 cm UV-quartz and the absorption was recorded within the
appropriate scan range. The spectra were taken versus (Toluene) the pure solvent
reference of concern for each different sample. Photoluminescence  spectra  of  much
diluted  solution  of  free  QDs  (with  an  optical density  below 0.1) were recorded, using
UV-quartz cuvette of  1x1  cm2 with a Perkin Elmer LS55  Spectrofluorimeter
equipped  with  a  xenon  short-arc  lamp  as  an  exciting source,  figure  (2.4).  The
spectra were measured at right angle excitation. The excitation wavelength was 410 nm
and the slit width was 10 nm.  The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of all powder
samples were measured at room temperature with a standard X’Pert Philips Materials
Research diffractometer with Cu Kα1 radiation. The TEM images were operated Using
Joel JEM-2100 electron microscope operated at 200 kV equipped with Gatan 11 mega
pixel CCD camera.

2.4 Fabrication and Assembly of sensitized solar cells:

A patterned Fluorine-Tin-Oxide (FTO) coated glass plates (Corning brand-TEC7) purchased
from MTI corporationwere used for front and back electrodes in all cells with the following
specifications; dimensions: 1" x 3" x 2.2 mm, nominal FTO film thickness: <250 nm and
resistivity:  6-8 ohm/sq. The (FTO) glasses plates were first cleaned by sequential ultrasonic
treatmentusing ( SH80-2L DIGITAL HEATED, MTI Inc.) in absolute ethanol followed by
deionized water at 60oC for 15 min each. Then, the substrates were blown dry with compressed
air. A multimeter was used for identifying the conductive side; the resistance of the conductive
side is usually 10-30 ohms, while the non-conductive side is too high to measure. In this work,
all the fabricated films were obtained using (MTI VTC-50 Desktop Spin Coater) with a speed
around 200 rpm.

Solar cell performance was measured using solar simulator device (PET Photo Emission Tech.,
Inc., USA). The solar simulator simulates the AM1.5 spectrum by using xenon lamp, and the
light intensity could be controlled from 0.1 Sun to 1.25 Sun. The cell ambient temperature was
controlled at 25◦C using a control system (Keithley model 2400 digital source meter) attached to
the solar simulator. these cells  were exposed to the solar simulator under solar irradiation with a
light intensity of 900 W/m2.
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Results
The prepared CdSe quantum dots and grapheme was characterized via transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) in order to determine the size, shape and morphology of the as prepared
particles. Fig 6 shows the TEM images as recorded.

The optical properties of the prepared samples was measured via UV-visible absorption spectra
in order to determine the optical band gap of the prepared quantum dots and how it is affected by
the presence of grapheme. Figure 6 shows the absorption and the emission spectra of cdSe qds
and CdSe grapheme nanocomposites

After assembling the proof of concept solar cell, the intensity of CdSe coating over the TiO2
seemed light, so experimenting with the number of layers correlated with the number of drops
setting each drop at 1 ml at constant speed. The samples then were tested for the electrical
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properties Viakiethly to perform the IV curve, and deduce Voltage (Open Circuit (OC) &
Maximum), Current (Short circuit (SC) & maximum), P-max & Fill Factor.

For the samples structure for the samples 3 layer of TiO2 is set to be the constant number of
layers of the larger band gap TiO2 in all the samples, only variable in the below cells is the
number of deposited layers of CdSe.

Same Carbon back electrode used combined with iodide I3- as electrolyte & sells are sealed via
parafilm over the hot plate.

Each cell was individually tested on keithly under the LED solar cell simulator, the power in is
estimated to be as design per apparatus equivalent to 1000 W/M. the table below summarises the
change in electrical properties versus the number of layers deposited, column one shows the
number of layers deposited on the Tio2 layer (TiO2 is constant at 3 layers), second column
shows the measured deposited surface area of the cell, this is the effective area on the glass
substrate after depositing both Tio2 &CdSe, the third column contains the data for the Voltage
open circuit which is the highest volt exerted by the cell under the solar cell simulator – VoC is
then used to calculate FF which is the result of multiplication of Actual cell I&V divided by Voc
(Max voltage of the cell) X Current Short Circuit (IsC Maximum current exerted by the sell), the
fourth column of the below table includes the IsC which is the maximum current exerted by the
cell under the solar cell simulator, then we look at the points on the IV curve that has both
maximum current and voltage at the time, this is different from VoC and IsC as the point where
VoC happens this is where the Voltage is maximum but Current is zero since the circuit is
disconnected and has the highest potential difference, and for IsC is the highest Current while
Voltage is at zero, for Imax and Vmax it is a single point on the IV curve where it actually exist
where I & V are the highest combined and this gives the actual maximum power that can be
produced by a solar cell. The column named Pmax contains the product of Imax and Vmax
which is the maximum power of the cell, the FF column contains the fill factor which is the
percent of utilization of power within the cell compared to the maximum theoretical power of the
cell (Pmax/(VocXIsC) and last column contains the efficiencies of the cells.

Table to summarize the effect of number of layer on the solar cell electrical properties
From the below table we need to notice the area, as the area is directly impacting the amount of
light entering the cell, so to calculate the power, efficiency and cell fill factor the equation
contains the area to have a logical comparison that shows the electrical performance.

As we increased the number of layers till reaching 100 layers we have faced increase in cell

layers Area V oc I sc Isc with out direction V max I max P max FF EE
1 0.000004 0.0045 0.0006 0.00006 0.003556177 2.26519E-07 8.05543E-10 0.002983493 0.000020139
3 0.00002 0.005 -4.65229E-06 0.0000046 0.00201 2.5788E-06 5.18339E-09 0.225364608 0.000025917

20 0.000018 0.0168 -5.66516E-06 5.66516E-06 0.00436422 2.58527E-06 1.12827E-08 0.11854691 0.000062681
50 0.000004 0.021 -1.60267E-06 1.60267E-06 0.005011064 -9.8864E-07 4.95414E-09 0.147198771 0.000123853

100 0.000004 0.058 -5.04134E-07 5.04134E-07 0.0298871 2.68632E-07 7.31383E-09 0.250132594 0.000200716
500 0.000004 0.000433 -0.00000206 0.00000206 0.000154344 1.17636E-06 1.81564E-10 0.20355163 0.000004539

1000 0.000004 0.000205 0.00000046 0.00000046 0.000808399 4.45879E-06 3.60448E-09 38.22354615 0.000090112Table 1 - layers of CdSe effect on cell properties table
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efficiency as displayed in the last column, then when exceeding this number of layers a drop in
EE is observed. This is hypotheses to be due to charge blocking.

After Experimenting with CdSe we started to try the Surface modified CdSe and see if this
would improve the Performance of the PV
Solar Cell.

Results of CdSe Surface modified:
For this experiment, the CdSe sample was surface
modified this has resulted in different optical
characteristics of the CdSe which is tested in the
next title, and then the solar cell was assembled at
electrically tested.

The solar cell was manufactured with 3 layers of
TiO2 and 100 layers of surface modified CdSe
and the same structure explained in the previous
solar cells assembled, the only variable being the
surface modification of CdSe.

Electrical Characterization of the Solar Cell with Surface Modified CdSe:
The IV curve generated from this sample doesn’t fit the standard IV curve, the reasons are
unknown, however the sample data were extracted numerically from the data received from the
kiethly device, getting the highest power point Pmax with Imax and Vmax, open and short
circuit characteristics directly from the Kiethly. The Solar cell electrical characteristics as below:

Vmax= 1.14X10-3 V, Imax= 1.08X10-6, Pmax= 3.5X10-9 , FF = 53%, EE= 0.000048%

This lead us to start experimenting with CdSe Graphene:

Results of CdSe Graphene:
A colleague at Nanotech was working on enhancing the electrical and optical properties of CdSe
by adding the graphene into CdSe. The samples were previously analyzed. The cell was
manufactured with 3 layers of TiO2, 100 layers of Ge-CdSe, the only change from our base
sample being the addition of grapheme into the CdSe.

Electrical Characterization of the Solar Cell:
When the cell was characterized for electrical properties, the IV curve was not standard,
accordingly data were collected from the data table extracted from keithly and not graphically,
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Pmax point was selected based on the Imax&Vmax point of the solar cell, VoC and IsC were
collected directly from Kiethly when short circuit and open circuit tests were performed. The Ge-
CdSe shown the below characteristics:

Vmax= 0.014 V, Imax= 3.16X10-6 A, Pmax= 4,47X10-8, FF = 33%, EE= 0.001119%.

The following figure shows the I-V curve of the fabricated CdSe/TiO2 and CdSe-Graphen/TiO2
solar cells

Figure 7: the I-V curve of the dye sentized solar cell fabricated using CdSe and CdSe-Graphene
nanocomposites

All Experiments Results Summary:
We have found that 100 layers of QDs materials  when experimenting with the Cadmium
Selenide none surface modified so we standardized this number of layers and changed the
materials as the below table

Table 2 Experemint results summary

Cell Material P max FF EE
CdSe surface
Modified

3.51E-09 0.05398 0.000087718

CdSe surface m no
film

1.92E-09 0.010109 0.000048016

CdSe Non Surface
Mod

7.31E-09 0.250133 0.000200716

CdSeGe 4.48E-08 0.335805 0.001119070
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1.1.1 I-V Curves and electrical characterization

1.1.2 Physical properties and characterization

%

W

Number

Figure 8 Bar Chart of efficiency results summary

Figure 9 Bar Chart of Fill Factor results summary
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Discussion& Conclusion

We have found that 100 layers of QDs materials when experimenting with the Cadmium
Selenide none surface modified so we standardized this number of layers and changed the
materials. CdSe graphene has proven to have the highest performance as far as EE and FF 0.011
and 0.3358 respectively this is due to graphene addition fortifies the semi conduction based light
harvesting assemblies. The enhancement of the CdSe QD with graphene eases the passage of
excited electron and increase the productive loading.

The results of the experiments and the performance of the Solar Cells was in line with the results
for similar research papers studied throughout the research which is summarized in the below
table (Table 3).

Reference Year Method
Front Elec Back Elec Material 1 Material 2 Material 3 Material 4Material 5 EE FF

Jun-Ho Yum 2007 immersed into a colloidal solution of CdSe quantum ITO ITO TiO2 CdSe Collodial Sol NM Iodide 0.32% 0.62
Kamat et al 2007 Doctor blade for Tio2 & ITO ITO TiO2 CdSe Carbon Idodide 1.00%
Tzara lopez 2008 Sol Gel Tio2, TGA used as linker, dried heat gunx ITO ITO Tio2/N TGA - CdSe NM Na2S 0.84% 0.27
Wonjoo Lee 2008 CdS Q dots on ZnO nanorods ITO ITO Zno Cds Carbon Iodide 0.05% NM
Smith 2008 Electrophoretic deposition ITO ITO TiO2 C Carbon Idodide 10-6 %. 0.26
Mora Sero 2009 DA ITO ITO TiO2 ZnS Au Carbon Idodide 0.62% 0.29
Mora Sero 2009 DA ITO ITO TiO2 ZnS PT Carbon Idodide 0.72% 0.28
Mora Sero 2009 DA ITO ITO TiO2 AU Carbon Idodide 0.24% 0.29
Mora Sero 2009 DA ITO ITO TiO2 Pt Carbon Idodide 0.40% 0.28
Mora Sero 2009 CBD ITO ITO TiO2 ZnS Au Carbon Idodide 0.85% 0.37
Mora Sero 2009 CBD ITO ITO TiO2 Zns Pt Carbon Idodide 1.04% 0.33
Mora Sero 2009 CBD ITO ITO TiO2 Au Au Carbon Idodide 0.21% 0.49
Mora Sero 2009 LA ITO ITO TiO2 ZnS Au Carbon Idodide 0.41% 0.29
Mora Sero 2009 LA ITO ITO TiO2 ZnS Pt Carbon Idodide 0.35% 0.24
Mora Sero 2009 LA ITO ITO TiO2 Au Carbon Idodide 0.14% 0.22
Mora Sero 2009 LA ITO ITO TiO2 Pt Carbon Idodide 0.26% 0.27

Xueqing Xua 2010 Tio2 by spray pyrolisis, ITO ITO TiO2 CdSe NM
MNa2S, 1MS,and0.1M NaOH
inMilli-Qultrapurewater. 0.41% 0.22

Kashyout 2012 Tio2 Dr blade then bath in CdSe ITO ITO TiO2 CdSe Carbon Idodide 0.05% 0.57

Kashyout 2012
using mercaptopropionic acid (MPA) as a linker

ITO ITO TiO2 CdSe Carbon Idodide 0.08% 0.48
Yanan Wang 2012  (Ti/TiO2(heat)/S-CBD10) ITO ITO Ti/TiO2 CdS NM Iodide 0.44% 0.7
Ayman ELHakim 2012 CdSe surface Modified ITO ITO Tio2 CdSe SM Carbon Iodide 8.77E-05 0.053
Ayman ELHakim 2012 CdSe surface m no film ITO ITO Tio2 CdSe no film Carbon Iodide 4.8E-05 0.01
Ayman ELHakim 2012 CdSe Non Surface Mod ITO ITO Tio2 CdSe Non SM Carbon Iodide 0.000201 0.25
Ayman ELHakim 2012 CdSeGe ITO ITO Tio2 CdSe Graphene Carbon Iodide 0.001119 0.34

Material Properties

Table 3 - Experiments results summary compared to previous work
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